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WASHINGTON, D.C.--The Supreme Court is 
preparing to hear arguments in Scalia & Reagan 
vs. American Women, according to an inside source 
close to Chief Justice John Roberts. “I won’t say 
how close or inside what,” commented chief legal 
correspondent Cochlea Roberts, who emphasized 
that she is no relation to the chief justice.

The last minute addition to the court’s docket 
occurred after Justice Antonin Scalia, who died 
suddenly in February, simultaneously appeared 
in dreams to his friends Ruth Ginsberg and Clar-
ence Thomas. Scalia informed them that as the 
first move of his afterlife, he had agreed be the 
champion of voting rights for the pre-born and 
post-dead.

“Those who have yet to be sullied by contact 
with the earth and those who have passed beyond 
its temptations are in the best position to determine 
what is best for the country,” said Scalia, his voice 
booming through the Vatican steeple. “And since 
we already disenfranchised all the Black people 
and poor people, these most-deserving voters can-
not lose.”

Upon the arrival of his spiritual twin, Nancy 
Reagan, on March 6, the pair agreed to bypass the 
lower court and its presiding judge, St. Peter, and 
go straight to the top. 

Scalia further announced that as no justice 
will be confirmed to replace him on the bench 
before the end of President Obama’s term, he 
would be returning ex post lifeo to participate in 
the deliberations, as well as arguing the case for 
the prosecution. “I’m sure they will want me to 
write the decision too,” said the justice, who was 
known for the searing witticisms of his opinions.

Former Congresswoman Bella Abzug is said 
to be in negotiations to make a cameo appearance 
on behalf of the opposition, representing Ameri-
can Women(TM). “Look, I have her cameo right 
here,” said Abzug’s close friend and cofounder of 
the National Women’s Political Caucus, Gloria 
Steinem. Steinem removed from her neck a cameo 
bearing the unmistakable silhouette of Abzug’s 
signature hat.

Abzug, who was nicknamed “Battling Bella” 
and died in 1998, could not be reached for com-
ment.

Scalia Vows Voter Victory

Friday, March 18th, 2016
1:30pm - 5:30pm 

Eastside Arts Alliance
Oakland, CA

Art As Revolution:
Theater Of The Oppressed

Friday, March 18th, 2016
7:00pm - 9:00pm

Eastside Arts Alliance
Oakland, CA

Screening of “American Revolutionary: 
The Evolution of Grace Lee Boggs”

Saturday, March 19th, 2016
10:00am - 3:00pm

Richmond Greenway
Richmond, CA

Growing Our Souls, Building Our Soil:
A Day Of Vision In Action

Sunday, March 20th, 2016
12:00pm - 3:00pm

Oakland Asian Cultural Center
Oakland, CA

Celebrating Grace Lee Boggs:
A Century In Love & Struggle

Interested in sponsoring this event?
With Grace’s passing in 2015, organizers and activists in the Bay Area have come together to 
carry on her living legacy by planning these events. We hope that you can build on these efforts 

by becoming one of our event sponsors; this event cannot happen without your support. All
proceeds will go to event costs and additional funds raised will be donated to the Boggs Center.

Find out more about becoming a sponsor at our website: http://www.inloveandstruggle.org/   

Individual donations can be made at: https://www.gofundme.com/inloveandstruggle

RSVP for any or all of these events on our website: http://www.inloveandstruggle.org/   

Featuring: Shea Howell • Robin D.G. Kelley • Starhawk • ill weaver (Invincible) • Grace Lee

Black Seed Blocks 
Bay Bridge

On January 18, Black Seed, a Queer Black Liberation Organization, 
shut down the Bay Bridge in conjunction with the 96 hours Reclaim 
Martin Luther King direct actions called for by the Anti Police Terror 
Project. The activists drove five cars onto the bridge from the Oakland 
side, stopping just before Yerba Buena Island, and chained themselves 
through the cars and to each other, completely blocking the bridge. The 
location on the bridge was cleverly selected to be adjacent and within 
view of the other side of the bridge emerging from Treasure Island so 
that eastbound motorists from San Francisco could see the action, imme-
diately slowing and stopping that side as well. The protesters anticipated 
being seen from above by news helicopters so had clearly visible messag-
ing: a banner laid on the bridge said BLACK  HEALTH  MATTERS, and 
another billowing large banner read JUSTICE FOR  MARIO  WOODS, 
FREE  MICHAEL JOHNSON and JUSTICE  FOR  KAYLA MOORE.  
Mario woods was executed by the San Francisco police, Michael Johnson 
is currently incarcerated in Missouri for being HIV+ and Kayla Moore 
was a transwoman murdered by the Berkeley police.

Allies in support of the action about fifty or so 
cars caravanned onto the bridge behind the action as 
supportive plants among the people stopped on the 
bridge. These allies talked to people and distributed 
snacks. Contrary to the mainstream press, who annoy-
ingly only interviewed people who felt inconvenienced 
by the action, the majority people on the bridge im-
mediately understood the action and were surpris-
ingly supportive.  Because of social media and smart 
phones, information about the action got out almost 
instantaneously to the people in the cars backed up 
on the bridge.

Black Seed Statement
Today, January 18th, Black Seed has shut down 

the west-bound span of Bay Bridge. Cars are block-
ing lanes and individuals are chained across lanes to 
demand investment in the wellbeing of Black people. 
Motorists on the Bay Bridge can follow the action by 
tuning their radio to 107.9, a temporary radio station 
broadcasting the event. The action can also be followed 
on Twitter: @APTPaction

Over the last few years, we have seen San Fran-
cisco and Oakland destroyed by police murders, rising 
housing costs, rapid gentrification, and apathetic city 
officials. Last year, we saw dozens of police murders 

continued on page 8
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By Grahame Russell, Rights Action
Berta Caceres, a great Lenca woman from western 

Honduras, was assassinated early this morning [Thursday, 
March 3].

Berta: Who She Is & What She Lived For
She was killed because of who she is, because of what 

she lived, stood and fought for, her whole life.
And for her life, sicarios (paid assassins) broke into her 

home in La Esperanza, Intibuca, Honduras, and shot her dead 
in the dark of early morning, March 3, 2016.

A mother of four children, a grandmother, a sister and 
daughter.

And, to all who knew her, learned from her, got strength, 
courage and wisdom from her, followed her, a companera.

Who Killed Her?
She was killed by all those people and economic and 

political institutions whose greed and interests she lived, 
stood and fought against.  Berta lived against all injustices, 
all inequalities, all discriminations, all Mother Earth de-
stroying activities.

She was killed …
• by 500 years of European racist, violent, dispos-

sessing imperialism,
• by 200 years of U.S. military interventions, exploita-

tion, corruption and impunity,
• by generations of violent and exploitative, racist and

sexist “governments” of Honduras, … all propped
up, all the time, by the “international community”:
the United States, Canada, global corporations, the
IMF, World Bank, IDB, …

Berta was killed …
• by eons of patriarchy,
• by centuries of racism against the Indigenous and

Afro-descendant peoples of Honduras and the
Americas, by the greed-conceived and violence-
imposed “free trade” agreements of the Americas,

• by the inherent, endless avarice of global corpora-
tions and investors, supported all the time by the
wealth and power of rich “democratic” nations
(many being members of the exclusive and despi-
cable G8 club) that exploit, repress and denigrate
the “third world”, that make, prop up and mock
“banana republics”, by the IMF, World Bank, IDB,
etc. - institutions created and dominated by those
same rich, powerful “democratic” nations.

Berta was killed …
• by corporations and investors who conceive of the

world – its forests and earth, its natural resources,
its rivers, waters and air, its people and all life
forms – as exploitable and discardable objects, and
then steal, kill and destroy mightily to make their

millions and billions,
• by the infamous banana monopolies (United Fruit

Company, etc.) and railway barons of the 1800s and
1900s;  by the producers of African palm (World
Bank funded Dinant corporation, etc.) and sugarcane 
for global consumers of “green energies” (ethanol
and bio-diesel fuels);  by maquiladora sweatshop
exploiters of cheap labour (Gildan Inc., etc.);  by
hydro-electric dam companies (DESA Agua Zarca,
etc.) profiting from privatized rivers and water
sources;  by exclusive tourism enclaves (operated
by the Canadian Randy “porn king” Jorgensen, etc.)
violently evicting indigenous Garifuna peoples from
their communal lands on Honduras’ north shore;  by
mining companies (Goldcorp Inc., etc.) ripping apart 
Mother Earth for gold profiteers, poisoning the waters
of the Siria Valley and the blood of local residents.

Berta was killed …
• by the U.S. created, funded and armed “war on drugs” 

that took undemocratic and unjust, corrupt and violent
situations in Honduras (Guatemala, Mexico, etc.) and
made them worse, all while drug consumption in the
U.S. increases, while profits to the weapons produc-
ers increase, while tax-payers’ money to the military
establishments increase;

Most recently, Berta was killed ...
by the U.S. and Canadian backed military coup in June 

2009, that ousted a democratically elected government and 
brought back to power the same elites that for so long have 
dominated and abused Honduras; who – once back in power 
- took all the above and made it worse again, who use repres-
sion as a tool of societal terrorism and control, hiring sicarios 
to target and kill so many hundreds of people since the coup,
people like Berta.

The U.S. and Canada helped kill Berta.  Seven years 
after the coup, Honduras has the highest per capita murder 
rate in the world, and amongst the highest rates of repression, 
femicide, journalist killings, corruption and impunity in the 

Americas.  Ignoring all this, the U.S. and Canadian 
governments sign “free trade” agreements and 
promote the expansion our mining, tourism, sweat-
shop, banana, etc. companies and investments.

Berta was killed by all these people, institu-
tions and interests, because - as anyone will tell 
you who knew her, learned from her, got strength, 
courage and wisdom from her, followed her - these 
are the things she lived against, stood and struggled 
against, all her life.

What Did She Live, Stand 
and Struggle For?

For you and me and everyone.
For your rights and mine.
For all human rights, collective and individual, 

of all people, in all countries.
For all life forms, and  for Mother Earth herself – the 

earth, fields and forests, the air and water, and all life forms 
on this most precious and solitary of planets.

Berta lived, stood and struggled for another world is 
necessary and possible.

What To Do?
I am desperately sorry for Berta’s children, her mother, 

her sisters and brothers, her family and friends in La Espe-
ranza, and Honduras, and across the Americas.  My heart 
today is again broken by this global human order we live in.

As a part of me dies with Berta, a huge part of Berta 
lives on.

What to do?  Do what Berta would do, what she always 
did.  Live, stand and struggle together.  Hold hands.  Give 
one another abrazos (hugs).  Reach out to and support the 
so many victims of this global order.  And always live, 
stand and struggle against all injustices and inequalities, all 
discriminations, all Mother Earth destroying activities, and 
for another world is necessary and possible.

Thank-you Berta.  You are so utterly missed.  You are 
so completely loved and respected.

In the coming days, we will send out more information 
about how to respond in the U.S. and Canada.  In many ways, 
our countries have Berta’s blood, and the blood of so many 
Hondurans, on our hands.  We must try, and try again, to hold 
our governments, the U.S. military, and our companies and 
investors accountable for supporting the June 2009 military 
coup, and then pretending to ignore, while profiting the on-
going, violent aftermath.

To find out how you can make a donation to support 
Berta’s family and COPINH’s on-going work for justice 
and fundamental transformation and change in Honduras:  
http://www.rightsaction.org

The Assassination of Berta Caceres

by Steve Masover
Sunil Yapa’s de-

but novel, Your Heart 
is a Muscle the Size 
of a Fist, is set on the 
afternoon of Nov 30, 
1999, as confronta-
tion peaked at the 
Seattle WTO pro-
tests. It’s a gorgeous, 
stream-of-conscious-
ness tapestry depict-
ing “the whole ugly 
beautiful thing” of an 
intricately interwo-
ven globe, countless 
strands embodied by 
tens of thousands ac-
tivists converging on 
one world-shaking 

afternoon at the tail end of the twentieth century.
The protagonist is Victor, a detached, apolitical 

nineteen year old with a shadily-scored stash of weed 
for sale, who has wandered the globe witnessing a web 
of human hurt since ditching home and his enraged 
adoptive father three years before. His failure to find 
buyers among the protesters leads him to King (an 
erstwhile ELF arsonist who helped destroy a ski resort 
in Vail the year before) and John Henry (her lover, 
a cerebral activist with a Christlike commitment to 
nonviolence). Somewhat inexplicably, Victor changes 

course, throwing down with the WTO protesters and 
setting the stage for dramatic confrontation with three of 
the book’s other principals: two beat cops and Seattle’s 
melancholic, befuddled, yet stubbornly authoritarian 
police chief.

Yapa’s novel paints the suffering caused by global-
ized capitalism’s exploitation across a vast canvas of 
humanity, and how it crystallizes into activist resolve. 
His painting is impressionistic and non-linear, and while 
it succeeds in gestalt, the author’s prose frequently trips 
over itself, muddying the narrative. The plot is intri-
cate and sometimes exhilarating, but it is subverted by 
improbably-coincidental overconstruction of the novel, 
and by voyeuristic immersion in out-of-control police 
violence. I found it hard to grit my teeth through Yapa’s 
prolonged, cinematically sensual portrayal of police 
brutality that rivaled the ugliest scenes in Clockwork 
Orange.

Dr. Charles Wickramsinghe, a seventy year old Sri 
Lankan Deputy Minister is the novel’s seventh principal. 
He has flown into Seattle to collect a signature from Bill 
Clinton that will enable his country to join the WTO. 
With a diplomat’s calm and an intricately informed his-
tory, entwined with neighbors and university colleagues 
who morphed into the Buddhist mobs that burned, raped, 
maimed, and murdered their Tamil neighbors as Sri 
Lanka’s civil war ignited in the 1980s, Charles gives a 
judicious perspective on the protesters:

Charles Wickramsinghe was surprised to feel a wid-
ening respect. A respect with more than a pinch of regret. 
Because how wrong had he been? To think they knew 

nothing. To dismiss them. All these thoughtful young 
people striding toward the gates of capitalism -- they 
had taken Gandhi’s hunger strike and arrived at this.

In the end I had trouble identifying with characters 
whose experience of the world is presented in fleeting, 
fragmented glimpses. I found Victor, King, John Henry, 
Bishop, Park, Ju, and Charles more credible as allegory 
than as individuals. It was hard to swallow that their 
collective history traced back to the Oklahoma City 
bombing, impoverished young women begging for 
change in India and Peru, the Rodney King riots, the 
ELF arson in Vail, farmworkers striking in Watsonville, 
Shanghai’s behind-the-flash backstreets, Seattle’s gay 
pride parade, the Tamil Tigers of Sri Lanka, ‘zine 
culture, the writings of Che Guevara and Mumia Abu-
Jamal, storefront preaching, Fort Benning’s School 
of the Americas ... pretty much the whole globalized 
ball of wax.

Does Sunil Yapa see and render the true, zero-
degrees-of-separation relationships between every-
thing and everyone in this interconnected century? He 
does. A reader stands in awe of his synthetic vision. 
But even as I tumbled voraciously through his pages 
I was disappointed to find no credible character with 
whom to identify, and little to help a reader unfamiliar 
with intricacies of both political economy and mass 
protest to ground herself in relation to the world that 
the novel portrays.

Steve Masover’s activist novel, Consequence, was 
published in September 2015.

1999’s ‘Battle in Seattle’ in lyrical fiction
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by Deeg
Tory was the first of us to notice the signs that our 

neighbors on Bruce St. in Pacifica were moving. She asked 
the father of this Latino family what was happening. He 
explained that the landlord had hiked the rent up suddenly, 
and they could no longer afford to remain in their apartment.   

Just another family made homeless in Pacifica, where 
the city kkkouncil in February refused to even consider a 
rent stabilization ordinance despite support from 2 of 5 city 
council people. But not until after we had sat through a six 
hour city council meeting packed with flag-waving realtors, 
each exercising their right to lie for three minutes. I was 
almost overwhelmed by the very sad stories, about how as 
self-employed realtors and landlords, property investment 
was their only retirement plan, and so they needed to be 
able to make an unlimited amount of profit. The landlord for 
two buildings on Esplanade which are hanging by a thread 
over the ocean, complained that really, the buildings are 
fine. It turns out he had been renting out the apartments to 
low-income section 8 tenants (subsidized by payments from 
the government) as recently as a month before the buildings 
were condemned by the city. The tenants, who had sunk any 
available income into rent and deposits, had no notice or 
resources to find a new place to move. By the way, the city 
will pay to tear the buildings down, since he refuses. 

Pacific Skies, the trailer park which first drew public 
attention to Pacifica’s displacement problem, is now virtu-
ally empty after a second round of eviction notices were 
served around xmas. Although in danger of falling into the 
Pacific Ocean at any minute, the rebuilding of this formerly 
affordable and diverse coastal community into upscale rent-
als at double the current rents, can proceed. The Coastal 
Commission has been the last obstruction insisting that the 
complete remake of the park was not simply “repair” and 
therefore required commission review. Now Jerry Brown’s 
pro-development commissioners fired the executive direc-
tor, who they found had just been too slow to approve such 
projects. (The former owner of Pacific Skies, who had sold 
it to a multi-national developer also shared her needs and 
frustrations at the city council meeting.) So we can assume 
the project will be back on track soon. 

In December, SmartAsset published a report that found 
that since 2011 Oakland’s fair market rent prices have grown 
at the fastest rate of all US big cities. The report stated that 
an average Oakland resident would pay 70 percent of their 
income for rent as a new tenant in a market-rate apartment. 
This accompanies an official 25 percent decline from 2000 to 
2010 in Oakland’s Black population. The percentage of Black 

residents declined from 46 percent in 1980 to 27 percent in 
2010, just slightly greater than the percentage of white and 
Latino/a residents. (Even at the reduced 106,000, Oakland 
has more Black residents than any other city in California 
except Los Angeles, with 347,000 Black people making up 
just 9 percent of the population.)

Meanwhile, across the Bay, where a the median one-
bedroom apartment would require working 80 hours a 
week at $15/hour, activists estimate the Black population is 
now down to 3-4 percent. (The 2010 census counted Black 
residents as six percent of the city). Starting in the 1960’s 
“redevelopment” destroyed the Fillmore, a traditional center 
of Black life and culture in SF. A four square-block area in the 
Fillmore was levelled to make way for a new retail/residential 
complex. In 1970 the Fillmore was about 80 percent Black, in 
2000, less than 35 percent. A similar attack on the Bayview 
has been going on for over a decade. Linking police terror 
and assassination with displacement, demonstrators against 
the killing of Mario Woods in the Bayview on December 2 
have been carrying signs saying, “The Last 3 Percent.”  

On March 1, the Alameda Renters Coalition began col-
lecting signatures for the Alameda Renter Protection and 
Community Stabilization Charter Amendment.  As a result of 
tenant actions, the Alameda City Council had imposed a sixty 
day moratorium on rent increases and prohibited evictions 
that did not meet criteria for “just cause.” The city council has 
extended the current moratorium for an additional 60 days. 
This moratorium requires mediation by the Rent Review 
Advisory Committee if a tenant appeals any rent increase 
over 5 percent. (This 5 percent gift to landlords compares 
favorably to the cost-of-living increase of $0 given to social 
security recipients this year.)  On March 1, after the initial 
rent stabilization victory in Richmond was snatched away by 
a fraudulent initiative campaign by the california apartment 
association, tenants’ groups submitted paperwork for a rent 
stabilization ballot initiative. 

While it may appear that living in vehicles and homeless 
encampments, or sleeping on the street, are the end result 
of the ethnic cleansing and landlord greed, San Francisco, 
Denver, and Seattle are the latest cities to make it clear that 
displaced people should not expect even this level of low-
income housing. These u.s. cities, along with a dozen others, 
have determined that winter is a great time to destroy the 
tents and tiny structures in which many people find shelter. 
During the pre-superbowl festivities, homeless people were 
driven out of the waterfront and downtown areas to make 
room for millions of dollars of tourist spending. Many ended 
up at the encampment under the freeway on Division. Last 

February Sweeps
week, the city concluded its campaign to drive campers out 
from Division, and into the wind and rain. Neighboring 
Rainbow Grocery wrote a letter in February urging the city to 
provide housing placement services, garbage collection, and 
bathroom facilities for the campers. This letter was referred 
to in the sf chronicle’s anti-encampment campaign. The city 
never even tried to provide facilities to the campers, other 
than a couple of remotely located toilets. 

The city maintained that campers could go to the new 
“winter shelter” at pier 80, with a projected capacity of 150 
people. When opened, ahead of schedule just prior to the 
superbowl, only 20 people were admitted. The plumbing 
wasn’t working right, and there were reports that an off-duty 
sheriff working security had physically abused a client. On 
February 23, when the city began to clear the Division en-
campment, the Coalition on Homelessness estimated at least 
300 people were living in the tents or tiny shelters there, or 
sleeping outside. The police destroyed tents, shelters and 
belongings, including a disabled person’s walker. About 100 
people were relocated to pier 80, getting priority over others 
seeking shelter. On February 25, 300 homeless people and 
allies packed a hearing at city hall. A demonstration the fol-
lowing morning prevented further eviction of the campers 
that day. Then, on March 1, police and department of public 
works employees told people to move so they could clean 
the area. People did leave, expecting to be able to return, 
but the city put up barriers. Campers moved to other nearby 
encampments, some of which have also been destroyed by 
the city in the last few days. The capacity of Pier 80 was 
increased to 180, leaving over 700 people out in the rain.

Last year, Seattle conducted over 500 sweeps of home-
less encampments, while setting up two “authorized” camp-
sites with a combined capacity of about 100 residents on two 
city light properties, using a portion of $5 million appropri-
ated in emergency funds to deal with homelssness. For the 
rest, there is an aggressive policy of destroying encampments 
after providing a 72 hour notice to move. Most belongings 
are thrown out as trash during these “cleanups”, while some 
may be stored for residents to claim. Last year’s “One Night 
Count” found 2813 people living on Seattle’s streets, and 
that is considered by homeless activists to be less than half 
the actual number.

Denverco has stated that is will celebrate International 
Womens Day by removing tents and other property from 
homeless camps in the city. Denver opened a new shelter at 
the end of 2015, and claims that there is only a 79 percent 
occupancy rate in the city’s shelters, so people shouldn’t be 
in encampments. But many campers say that the shelters are 
not a safe and clean environment.  

If you think northern California cities have more 
than our share of killings by police, especially of 
young men of color, you’re not imagining it. On 
a list released late last year documenting the rate 
of police killings of civilians in the 60 largest 
cities in the U.S., Oakland was third, with 12.1 
per million people, and San Francisco was eighth 
with 9.4. Bakersfield, California (who knew 
it was even one of the 60 largest cities?) was 
#1 with 13.6 per million people. The national 
average was 3.6.

On Martin Luther King, Jr. Day weekend, 
a group of about 100 activists occupied the 
Oakland airport, reading the names of 61 people 
murdered by Bay Area police in recent years. 
This is the list, which was compiled by the Anti-
Police Terror Project. (This is not a complete list 
of all the police killings during this period.)

Jerry Amaro  2000 Oakland
Charles Marlin Hill  2000 Oakland
Maurice Darius Esters  2000 Oakland
Idriss Stelley 2001, San Francisco
Joshua Russell  2002 Oakland
Roshawn Hill  2002 Oakland
Terence Mearis  2003 Oakland
Glenn Harlton Willis  2003 Oakland
Glennel Givens Junior  2003 Oakland
Ronald Brazier  2006 Oakland
Kim Saelio 2006 Oakland
Gary King  2007 Oakland
Jeremiah Dye  2007 Oakland

Villa Valvatin  2007 Oakland
Addie I Meza  2007 Oakland
Andrew Moppin Buckskin  2007 Oakland
Rosalyne McHenry 2007, San Pablo
Anita Gay 2008 , Berkeley
Casper Banjo  2008 Oakland
Mack Jody Woodfox  2008 Oakland
Louvelle Mixon  2009 Oakland
Brownie Polk  2009 Oakland
Oscar Grant  2009, Oakland 
Derrick Jones  2010 Oakland
Fred Chang Collins  2010 Oakland
Obataiye Edwards  2010 Oakland
Maurice Shavers  2010 Oakland
Charles Hill 2011 , San Francisco
Martin Flenaugh  2011 Oakland
Fletcher Devon Jackson  2011 Oakland
Rahim Brown  2011 Oakland
Matthew Cicelski  2011 Oakland
Arthur Jarvis Raleigh  2011 Oakland 
Kenneth Harding Jr. 2011, San Francisco
Mohammed Ibrahim Shaw  2012, Hayward
Peter Mestler 2012 , San Francisco
Anton Barret Sr 2012 , Vallejo
Tobin Marshall 2012 , Vallejo
Alan Dwayne Bluford  2012 Oakland
Edgar Alvarez  2012, Hayward
Derrick Gaines 2012, San Francisco
Pralith Pralourng 2012, San Francisco
Jarey Huey 2012, Vallejo
Mario Romero 2012, Vallejo
Kayla Moore 2013 Berkeley

Bernard Peters May 2013 Oakland
Pedie Perez, Richmond 2014
Alex Nieto 2014 , San Francisco
Errol Chang 2014, Pacifica
O’Shaine Evans 2014, San Francisco
Mario Woods 2015 , San Francisco
Amilcar Lopez 2015 , San Francisco 
Richard Perkins  2015 Oakland
Guadalupe Ochoa  2015 Oakland
Yuvette Henderson  2015 Oakland
Richard Linyard  2015 Oakland
Yonas Alghene  2015 Oakland
Demouriah Hogg 2015 Oakland
Nate Wilks  2015 Oakland
Jose Buenrostro  Oakland
Andrew Marcus Gonzales  Oakland

Say Their Names

APTPat Oakland Airport. Photo by Amanda
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Dear LGBTQ Family in CDCR
My name is “Cherrie Bomb”.  I’m bisexual and currently 

doing life (wrongful conviction) in the California Department 
of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR).  I got a message 
to all LGBTQ family in the California prison system. I’m 
saddened to see out LGBTQ sisters and brothers fight within 
each other.  I’m currently in the hole in CMC-East and our 
brothers and sisters are not getting along…We must not fight 
against each other, we must stay united. We are brothers and 
sisters and we are family.  So far, 2 of my transgender friends 
I knew were murdered by their cellies.  It breaks my heart so 
“please” start to try and eliminate the drama and jealousies 
with each other and unite.  We are outnumbered in the system.  
We must be as all the colors of our rainbow, beautiful and side 
by side. I’m not suggesting violence but only our survival and 
respect. I’ve had many fights in these 13 years in the system. 
This bisexual heart of mine will survive and get my respect. 
I will never fight my LGBTQ family, “Never”. Think about 
it and stay united.  For us LGBTQ lifers try to enforce peace 
within our family. We are special; an elite breed, remember 
that.  Take care, try your best to eliminate hostilities among 
us. Rest in peace Mrs. Pumkin and Mrs. J.  With love and 
respect, Mr. “Cherrie Bomb” Santos Valenzuela #K87276, 
CMC East Ad-Seg, PO Box 8101, San Luis Obispo CA 93409

“Gay Shame”
What’s wrong with integrating? These segregations of 

hetero and homo people are shameful. I mean seriously…why 
can’t we all get along? Why must I veil my gayness? Why 
must I put on a masquerade for the straight? Civil rights are 
mine to claim.  What’s up with the injustices of the system? 
Prison is so biased and prejudiced. They make me shamed 
of who I am. Must I be shamed to be a lesbian? Must you be 
shamed to be a queer? Must you be shamed to be a trans? 
No! We must fight for our rights! Gay lives matter!

…But we must not let the world’s corruption against us 
dictate our freedom to be who we are.  Statistics show a ratio 
of percentages of homos being the minority. As a fam, we 
stand together. The LGBTQ community must stick together. 
There are some fallen soldiers that are incarcerated that 
needs the help from outsiders. Living behind barbed wire is 
atrocious living. Don’t forget about us in prison. We’ve been 
stripped of everything but our own skin. We’ve been stripped 
of our dignity, respect, names and ambitions. Our reputations 
tarnished. Our lives ruined. Our morals questioned. Where 
does it end?

A paradox of life consist of sexual preference and ori-
entation. There are some of us who are born gay. Some who 
become gay. And some who choose to be gay. (Then you 
have those fashion statement gay people who are just doing 
it because it’s convenient of because it looks cool, but they 
are insignificant.) An enigma we fail to solve is the reasons 
behind our being, “why we are, who we are”.

…I love my people! Keep your head up. Don’t give up. 
Don’t feel like nobody care because there is always someone 
who does. You’re in my prayers.  Don’t let the devil steal 
your joy. You’re beautiful no matter what they say.  Love 
yourself. Be who you are… Don’t be a gay shame!  “Choice 
not chance determines destiny.”

Excerpted from article sent by Britney Gulley #1601283, 
Lane Murry Unit, 1916 N. Hwy. 36 Bypass, Gatesville TX 
76596. [Editors note: This article is not referring to Gay 
Shame, the organization.]

Needed: Advocates and 
Volunteers

My name is Amber and I’m serving a double life without 
parole – but they’re only going to get one out  of me.

I’m writing both for myself and the other inmates here in 
Washington state and particularly those of us in Walla Walla. 
We are in dire need of advocates and volunteers.

Without volunteers we can’t have any religious or self-
improvement programs. No art classes. No self-awareness 
classes. No toastmasters. None. I’m a Wiccan and I haven’t 
been able to meet with my fellow initiates since I got to Walla 
Walla because we don’t have a sponsor for a circle or study 
group. Even the christians have been forced to cut back on 
their services due to a lack of volunteers. We don’t even have 
A.A. or N.A. We NEED volunteers.

Then there is the lack of advocacy groups in Washington 
state. There are a few on the other side of the mountains fight-
ing for parole, post prison education and such, but somewhere 
on the road from Shelton to Walla Walla, prisoners disappear 
from the agenda of those who would help us.

Access Secure-pak/Correctional Industries has a mo-
nopoly on selling prisoners everything from food to property 
and even religious items. 

And don’t even get me started on medical. I’ve seen 
too many friends suffer for years because medical refused 
to give them physical therapy or meds or [needed] surgery. 
I’ve been trying to get hormone therapy and am being told 
“NO’ simply because I don’t have an advocate to make my 
case for me.  We NEED advocates.

So please if you know someone who knows someone that 
may be willing to help, we desperately need their help.  Thank 
you and bright blessings.  Amber Fayefox, Walla Walla WA

Shouts From Inside
Just to let you know that I’m out of prison after 15 long 

years…doing well.  Keep me on your mailing list.  Jamie 
in UT

Thank you again for all you do for us prisoners/inmates/
convicts, above all you see us as we are, “people.”  Sean in ID

…UltraViolet newsletter which lifts my spirits with 
every issue.  My heart goes out to every brother and sister I 
read about. I am continuously reminded that I am not alone 
and all you need to remember that too.  Jordan in NC

[UltraViolet] is like a breath of fresh air in this stink hole. 
Hopefully I’ll be out of this hell-hole soon! Going home! 
Pavia Italy! May I shout out to Ronald Lane, G Hernandez, 
Jason Stump and Lennea  Stevens.  I love you all! Stay 
strong! Michael in GA

I’m maxing out my sentence following 4 more months. 
As I stabilize my life I’ll be in contact from the street re-
membering your support of comfort.  If you don’t stand for 
something, you’ll fall for anything.  Chris in PA

I truly appreciate you sending me a resource list. It 
means the world to me. I couldn’t help but tell you (and 
forgive the vibes) that despite my comfort in myself being 
self-identified as bisexual, I did not give permission for my 
good friend who wrote you to put me on the mailing list for 
your newsletter. I’m in a very bad situation where our ‘Tribe’ 
is not very welcome…My cell mate is anti-gay as well as a 
majority of those I live around. I really would love to check 
it out but I fear that I may be shunned on for this. I love you 
all and embrace you for accepting me but may I please be 
taken off of the mailing list for now?  S. in OR

I am all for the “Petals” movement [see September 2015 
UV issue]. I wish to be a part of it.  Mr. J Quarles seems to 
think the same as I. We must find each other and build and 
strengthen our own community and once opposers see how 
strong and at peace we are with each other, we will become 
more in a positive light. “Cherrie Bomb”, I like your art.  
Britney I hope to reach you. I have somethings I wish to 
share with you because your poem really spoke to me. To 
all, stay strong and reach out.  I love you all. Please contact 
me: Earl Holeman #342388, PO Box 534, Jessup MD 20794

…Estimates of the formerly fucked-over, not counting 
those millions behind bars currently, are in the range of 65 
million people.  Imagine the political power that could be had 
if only 10% of these people could be organized into a voting 
(or screaming mob) block. We could control every election 
from the Pres down to the local dog catcher.  John in CO

We can have newspaper here but not books? Why I don’t 
know and cannot fathom. It’s a pretty bleak and lonely 
existence and I feel pretty needy (just like my bunny). 
David Wonnacott #7861572, 777 Stanton Blvd. Ontario 
OR 97914

Celebrate
ONE: In 2013, Rasmea Odeh was arrested in Chicago 

and charged with “Unlawful Procurement of Naturalization” 
meaning in understandable language, lying on an immigration 
application 20 years ago. In fact, the government targeted 
her because of her support and organizing for Palestinian 
liberation, against the israeli occupation. She was also an 
active member of the Arab American Action Network and a 
coordinator of the Arab Women’s Committee. 

She was convicted in November 2014 and held for a 
month in a Michigan county jail, mostly in solitary confine-
ment.  A huge outpouring of support from across the country 
led to her being free on bond while awaiting sentencing. In 
March 2015 she was sentenced to 18 months and deporta-
tion after that, but she has stayed free on bond pending an 
appeal. This was a major defeat for the prosecution who had 
asked for 5-7 years.

But in February 2016 there was a great, if only partial, 
victory. A 3-judge appeals panel determined that the judge 
in the original trial (Gershwin Drain) erred by not allow-
ing testimony by an expert on torture. In the trial back in 
November, the judge had allowed the fact that Rasmea had 
been convicted by an israeli court but did not allow testimony 
about the torture she endured when she was in an israeli jail. 
An expert witness was prepared to testify that Rasmea’s 
answers on the immigration forms were the result of her 
chronic PTSD. The appeals court ruled that such testimony 
is relevant and sent it back to judge Drain.  He will have to 
hold new hearings and probably hold a new trial. 

So we do have reason to celebrate but not to think the 
fight for justice for Rasmea is over. The Rasmea Defense 
Committee is hoping there will continue to be educational 
events and fundraising for the defense.  Already celebrations 
are planned for International Women’s Day in San Francisco, 
Chicago, Minneapolis and more. For more info or to plan 
your own event: justice4rasmea.org 

TWO: Albert Woodfox is free!  Yes, actually out of 
prison after 43 years in solitary confinement; 23 hours a day 
isolated in a 6x9 foot cell. He was the longest held solitary 
confinement prisoner in the u.s. Originally serving a 5 year 
sentence for armed robbery in Angola LA, Albert Woodfox 
and Herman Wallace were convicted of stabbing a prison 
guard in 1972. They always maintained their innocence and 
there was no physical evidence tying them to the stabbing. 
Both men were targeted because they had started a chapter of 
the Black Panther Party to address the atrocious conditions 
at Angola. The 2 of them and Robert King became known as 
the Angola 3 and for decades many people campaigned for 
their release including Amnesty International.  But the state 
of Louisiana was determined to pusish them. Robert King 
was finally released in 2001 after 29 years in solitary; his 
conviction was overturned. Herman Wallace was released 
in 2013 just days before he died of cancer. He had spent 41 
years in and out of solitary confinement but mostly in.

Albert Woodfox conviction had been overturned 3 times 
over the years and each time, the state of Louisiana went back 
to court and got him convicted again. This time he entered a 
plea of no contest to manslaughter and aggravated burglary 
of a prison guard over 40 years ago.  Enough was enough. 
In an interview with Democracy Now, Mr.  Woodfox said 
that reading was one of the ways he used, while in Solitary, 
to remain focused and stay connected to the outside world, 
“…history books, books on Malcom X, Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Frantz Fanon, James Baldwin – you know, just any 
kind of literature that I could basically get a hold of.”  We 
celebrate the release of Albert Woodfox tho we feel it should 
have happened many years ago.  We wish him many, many 
more years of reading.
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by Kate
The united states is a bad advertisement for democracy.
Campaigning takes place 24/7, 365 days a year, no 

breaks to actually attempt to accomplish anything. We are all 
constantly drawn into participating in a mass street theater 
piece called “Elections” where we pretend that we have a 
choice, that we don’t live in an oligarchy, and that we can 
make the changes we want to see in our society by picking 
a better person or group of people to run things.

Then we get pissed off and go off mumbling about how 
they are all the same and none of it makes any difference, 
vowing not to get sucked in again, but we do. We do because 
we desperately want things to be better, and because we want 
to be part of making them better. 

The current presidential election cycle has been the 
longest and the craziest, the most cynical and hope-filled, 
and threatens – virtually promises – to have the most hor-
rific outcome yet. Donald KKtrump (one K short of the full 
Kerpow!), or Drumpf, as John Oliver informs us it should be 
spelled and pronounced, is marching us toward an authori-
tarianism dreamed but not realized by the reagans (‘night 
Nancy) and bushes and cheneys and roves, made possible 
by the ineffectual machinations of the klintons and obamas.

I had believed the cross-over between Bernie Sanders 
and KKtrump was a myth invented by a media too pathetic 
to see the difference between a self-promoting billionaire 
with a foul mouth and a rumpled public servant with high 
ideals. But friends who have been out there campaigning 
or just talking to people tell me that in fact, they have met 
more than a few potential voters who say they’re deciding 
between donald and bernie. These folks also tell me that 
everyone they know, wherever they fall on the ideological 
spectrum, gets their news from Fox. Tom R., now of Lowell, 
Mass., reports that even in liberal Massachusetts, every gym 
has Fox News going all the time. So people’s brains, already 
suffering a form over substance deficiency brought on by 
our “educational” system and popular culture, get further 
addled by being told over and over that (1) KKtrump is an 
“outsider” (donor class corporate and media mogul) (2) 
Bernie is an “outsider” (34 years in public office), hence, 
they are both the same so pick your horse or your poison.

At the same time, progressives allow themselves to be 
distracted by the pretense that (1) Sanders has a chance to 
be the nominee and/or win the election, (2) if Sanders were 
president he would deliver single-payer health care and a 
$15 minimum wage, and (3) anyone cares about the Trans 
Pacific Partnership (TPP) or even knows what it is.

Race is not a side issue
We all need to stop pretending that KKtrump’s rise has 

anything to do with TPP or taxes or health care (yes, he once 
said he supported single payer but he sure doesn’t now). This 
election from the perspective of KKtrump supporters – I’m 
not talking about the casual crossover voters who might 
decide to vote for him over hillary or even over sanders, 
the people who make up their minds when they walk into 
the polling booth, I’m talking about the hundreds of thou-
sands of new voters he has galvanized – is all about race. 
Specifically it’s about smashing Black people, even though 
Mexican immigrants and Muslims have been scapegoated 
too. Remember that KKtrump spent much of the last eight 
years stirring people up over allegations that Obama’s birth 
certificate was a fraud and he was a closet Kenyan Muslim. 
KKtrump, of course, does not care one tiny bit about where 
Obama was born or if he’s a Muslim. He just loved the fact 
that he could use the subject – of which Fox news and many 
other media outlets never seemed to tire – to keep everyone 
talking about him.

But it doesn’t matter why KKtrump kept playing the 
birther card. For seven years, people in positions of power 
have been saying loudly and with serious media amplifica-
tion, that Obama has no right to be president, and in fact isn’t 
a legitimate president. The republikkkans in kongress and 
their increasingly right-wing presidential kandidates have 
treated him with a disrespect and dismissal that would have 
been unthinkable in the days before reality TV. They insisted 
he had no right to propose a budget, no right to exercise a 
veto, no right to pass a health care bill, and now he has no 
right to nominate a successor to the late unlamented (but 

possibly laminated) justice scalia. Erstwhile presidential 
contender michele bachmann, for anyone who missed it, has 
suggested that Obama had scalia smothered with a pillow. 
No joke, look it up.

The republikan leadership hasn’t been doing this just to 
amuse themselves, but because they know it will energize 
their base. They have been making sure white voters – who 
still comprise three quarters of all voters - don’t get accli-
mated to the idea of a Black president, which could translate 
to Black personhood in other ways and cut into the dog-
whistle politics the republikkkan party has gotten so good 
at over the last four decades.

In fact, every election since 1964, when LBJ signed the 
voting rights act and famously declared that the Democrats 
had lost the south for a generation (which ended up being 

quite the understatement), every election has 
been mainly about race and harnessing the resent-
ment of less affluent white voters.

“No democratic presidential candidate has 
won a majority of the white vote since 1964,” 
observed Lincoln Mitchell after the 2014 mid-
term republikkkan sweep. “Strategically, the Re-
publicans have adapted to this reality by largely 
ignoring African American voters while trying 
to attract a significant minority of Jewish, Latino 
and LGBT voters. For Democrats, however, the 
question is more complicated because the white 
support they get tends not to come from working 
class Democrats, but from liberals, Jews (who 
cast 66 percent of their votes for Democrats last 

month) and LGBT voters. In November, only 34 percent of 
whites without a college degree cast votes for Democrats, 
compared to 41 percent among those with college degrees.”

Worth noting that caitlin jenner is doing her part to help 
the republikkkans take the LGBT vote by endorsing ted cruz. 
As far as we know, the hyperevangelical candidate - who said 
in 2012 “when a mayor of a city chooses twice to march in a 
parade celebrating gay pride, that’s a statement - and it’s not 
a statement I agree with”-  has not responded.

Meanwhile, Bernie Sanders, for all his admirable quali-
ties, has displayed a pretty unfathomable failure to compre-
hend the centrality of race in u.s. political and social culture. 
Thirty years in Vermont, one of the whitest states anywhere 
(95% in 2013), has apparently kept him from seeing what the 
country actually looks like, although he has spent consider-
able time in Washington, D.C., which is not called Chocolate 
City for nothing. I noticed from Day 1 of his campaign that 
he did not seem at all concerned with either the “optics” or 
the implications of all-white rallies and backup singers at his 
rallies. And though he proved very teachable, bringing Black 
Lives Matter activists into his campaign at high levels, he 
has never woven the concept of racism as a problem in and 
of itself, which cannot be simply folded into or represented 
by class, into his rhetoric or his policy proposals. He talks 
pretty perfunctorily about mass incarceration and aggres-
sive policing, more passionately about housing and higher 
wages and child care and especially health care – all of which 
genuinely are important to undoing the legacy of slavery and 
Jim Crow but do not obviate the need to address the racism 
in our culture directly in its own right. 

At the same time, hillary klinton is leveraging relation-
ships she and her husband have had for many years, wrapping 
herself in the mantle of Obama, which Sanders is also trying 
to do but can’t do as successfully because hey – klinton and 
Obama are really politically very close, and Sanders is, at 
the end of the day, a democratic socialist. He wanted single-
payer and the $15 minimum wage. What I don’t think he ever 
actually wanted was to be president, or to run for president. 
He’s an ideologue (in the best sense of the word) and he saw 
the need for a progressive challenge to Democratic politics 
as usual and no one else was mounting it so he did. And at 
the beginning, I don’t think he took it seriously but to his 
surprise, others did. So it’s been a steep learning curve. But 
as one of my LAGAI comrades observed, he has a kind of 
1940s world view.

Which, unfortunately, so do KKtrump and his supporters, 
and that’s why Europeans are very worried when they listen 
to his rhetoric and hear him talking about walls (Warsaw 
Ghetto, anyone?) and mass deportations (Romania, Poland, 
France, Belgium, Austria, Holland, Germany). Author Ayelet 
Waldman posted on her facebook timeline the day after 
Super Tuesday: 

“Over the past few weeks I’ve heard a number of left-
leaning KKtrump supporters claim that he’s only faking 
his ugliest positions, that once elected he’ll support 
abortion, refrain from rounding up and deporting mil-
lions, refrain from putting all Muslims into camps. I’d 
like to draw your attention to a similar belief put forth 
by the New York Times in 1922. ‘Several reliable, well-
informed sources confirmed the idea that Hitler’s anti-
Semitism was not so genuine or violent as it sounded, 
and that he was merely using anti-Semitic propaganda 
as a bait to catch masses of followers and keep them 
aroused, enthusiastic, and in line for the time when his 
organization is perfected and sufficiently powerful to be 

employed effectively for political purposes.’” 

And neither is gender
Donald KKtrump is tough and virile. He gets into a 

whose is bigger spat with rubio on national television, assur-
ing us that his equipment is just fine, “I guarantee you there’s 
no problem. I guarantee you,” causing republikkkan elites 
to mop their brows. 2012 standard-bearer mittens “47%” 
romney exhorted voters not to support KKtrump. It had about 
the effect you would expect – voters told romney where to 
get off and KKtrump made a homophobic comment about 
getting romney on his knees.

Even very mainstream commentators at the New York 
Times and Washington Post are using the word “misogyny.” 
Which could be good except that it isn’t. It’s all very well 
for Emma Gray, Women’s Editor at the Huffington Post, to 
write under the headline, “Donald Trump Is Giving America 
Permission To Hate Women,” “When misogyny is amplified 
at the highest levels of our political system, it becomes legiti-
mized.” But let’s keep in mind that misogyny didn’t become 
legitimate with the KKtrump campaign. When Elliot Rodger 
justified his killing spree with a tirade against women, many 
of us recalled the massacre of women at a Montreal engi-
neering college in 1989. Breanna Wu and Zoe Quinn were 
moving to avoid being killed by men who believed they had 
no right to develop video games three years ago. 

Remember todd akin (“legitimate rape can’t make you 
pregnant”) and romney’s “binders full of women”? rush 
limbaugh and using contraception makes you a slut? For that 
matter, the word “slut” - which is always female and has no 
male equivalent. In April 2012, Krystal Ball wrote in that 
ultraleft-wing rag, US News & World Report, “the GOP “War 
on Women” is real and it has real-world consequences for the 
millions of women whose lives can and will be impacted by 
legislation that erodes more than a century’s worth of prog-
ress on women’s reproductive rights. There were over 1100 
antichoice provisions introduced in 2011 and 900 antichoice 
provisions introduced so far in 2012.” The Whole Women’s 
Health decision now being debated in the supreme kkkourt 
is the latest episode in a 40-year war on women’s right to 
have sex without punishment.

KKtrump’s overt misogyny, like his overt racism, is a 
more naked (pun intended) form of twenty-first century u.s. 
politics as usual. Hillary won’t save us. And sadly, neither 
will Bernie.

We need to save ourselves:
By not letting people pretend that elections, not just this 

one but the next and the next and the next, are about anything 
other than white supremacy and woman-hating. 

By not letting race and gender be cast as sideline issues.
By building a broad and powerful movement for LGBT 

liberation, not narrow rights for individual groups of queer 
people.

By freeing political prisoners and creatively demanding 
an end to the incarceration state.

By believing that fascism can and does happen here, but 
not accepting that it will happen here.

By not lapsing into factionalism and targeting those with 
whom we have the most in common.

By taking every opportunity to support and defend Black 
liberation and Third World Resistance movements.

By cheering ourselves up by watching Samantha Bee’s 
great new show on TBS (if you don’t have cable, you can 
watch it online if you have internet). 

By insisting that the u.s. pay reparations for slavery and 
all our various genocides.

By finding and participating in grassroots local politics 
wherever we are.

By being joyful in our struggle.
By believing in the promise of democracy, even here 

where it looks like a joke.
Dayenu.
FREE US ALL.

I Hate Democracy
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By Chaya and Deni  

MOVIE REVIEWS  
WHERE TO INVADE NEXT (review by Deni) 

It’s Michael Moore so of course the film has noble politi-
cal intentions. But it’s overly long (especially drags in the 
second half) and too simplistic as political analysis and 
strategy. Though it’s heartening to see real possibilities of 
how different things could be, the examples Moore uses 
are all European, with the exception of Tunisia, and ignore 
many contradictory political realities within those countries. 
Moore chooses important issues to compare between the US 
and other countries: job hours/vacation time (Italy), prison 
conditions (Norway), food served to children in schools 
(France), drug legalization (Portugal), prosecution of white 
collar crime (Iceland), cost of college education (Slovenia), 
political uprising and women’s rights (Tunisia and Iceland), 
and facing a country’s genocidal history (Germany). But 
while lauding one aspect in a country, he pays no attention 
to a corresponding problem. For example, yes it’s great that 
Italians get so much vacation time but overlooked is the 
extremely high unemployment rate in Italy and the soar-

ing levels of youth unemployment. And while the French 
schoolchildren get better food in school than here in the 
US, ignored is the fact that a 2012 study from the Organi-
zation for Economic Cooperation and Development found 
that France’s education system showed gaping disparities 
between rich and poor children, notably in math. Appar-
ently all school children eating yummy camembert does not 
guarantee equal education. Some of the examples Moore 
uses, like humane prisons in Norway and decriminalization 
of drugs in Portugal, do seem to have had a hugely posi-
tive social impact. The counterposing of humane prison 
conditions and treatment in Norway with US prisoners 
being beaten, humiliated, and generally mistreated drives 
home the point. In fact, some of the best parts of the film’s 
comparisons were those in which Moore showed existing 
conditions in the US. But we felt that the narrow single 
issue focus within each country seemed so simplistic that 
it undermined the film’s impact and credibility. 

We also strongly objected to the “women are more 
noble than men so women in leadership would create 
a better world” theme. While we definitely support the 
destruction of worldwide patriarchy, the “leadership” of 
Golda Meier and Margaret Thatcher belie the myth that just 
having women in control without fighting systemic social 
inequalities will make things better. (Got that Hillary?)  
Moore’s style of pushing people on issues failed him when 
he interviewed a former male political leader in Tunisia. 
Discussing the struggle for democracy and women’s rights, 
which brought equality to women in the legislature, Moore 
then asked him if women had to wear head coverings. With 
a slight smile, the man said “I ask my wife to do that,” but 
he went on to say the government could not ask women to 
do this. Moore let this go unchallenged. Does his wife wear 
a head covering, and if so, is this her choice or because he 
“asks her to”? With this segment’s connection to women’s 
rights, this was a moment for Moore to push further, not 
let it go. Along with the film’s basic political problems and 
inconsistencies, too many gimmicks and wink-winks made 
this one of Moore’s less successful movies. Given what’s 
been going on in Flint MI, maybe it’s time to re-watch 
Roger and Me instead.    

CAROL  
Carol is the latest movie from new queer cinema film-

maker Todd Haynes, based on Patricia Highsmith’s 1952 
lesbian novel, The Price of Salt. A movie starring 2 women? 
Great! Both good actors? Yes! (Cate Blanchett and Rooney 
Mara). Centered around their lesbian relationship? Terrific! 
And yet . . . it was pretentiously artsy, the dialog was very 
stilted, and it didn’t feel authentic. We’re glad it was made. 
We just wish it had been a bit different. Maybe we’ll like 
it better in 5 or 10 years. 

STAR WARS: THE FORCE AWAKENS (review 
by Chaya)

Derivative but fun. 
THE BIG SHORT (review by Chaya) 
Adam McKay’s film about the phony build-up of the 

housing market, and the 2007-08 US recession and global 
financial crisis that occurred when the bubble burst, does 

a lot of things well. It has good acting, innovative tech-
niques like breaking the 4th wall by directly addressing 
the audience, and it uses cameos by celebrities to explain 
the financial concepts to the audience (good luck on the 
quiz). Most importantly, it is intentionally humorous while 
it scorchingly reveals the people and system that perpetuate 
and profit from the US corporate financial system through 
lies and manipulation. An estimated 5 to 7 million Ameri-
cans lost their homes, and millions lost their jobs, while 
the excesses of banks and Wall Street were generally re-
warded with huge government bailouts and record profits. 
But until we saw McKay’s movie, we didn’t know that 
people somewhat on the edges of the industry figured out 
that mortgage-backed securities (bonds secured by home 
or other real estate loans and bundled together), usually 
considered a very safe investment, had become based on 
high-risk, ‘subprime’ loans (backed by poor credit, with 
high interest rates) which made them very unstable. The 
movie starts with one eccentric investment fund manager 
(played by Christian Bale) who predicted the housing 
bubble would burst in 2007. He then realized he could 
make a lot of money by betting against the housing market, 
an unusual move to take. Ryan Gosling and Steve Carrell 
play other traders/investors who get in on the action, and 
retired banker Brad Pitt plays the moral center when he is 
brought in to help 2 young investors participate. The crisis 
unfolds and all these people make a fortune. But they just 
took advantage of figuring out and exploiting the system, 
they didn’t cause it. Their stories are the vehicle McKay 
uses to expose the system, by showing us various ways 
it’s structured that allowed this to happen, as executive 
after executive bypasses required government checks and 
knowingly passes the buck. The 2 younger investors tried 
without success to alert the press, and also unsuccessfully 
attempted to sue the companies that gave the securities 
false high ratings. One and only one person went to prison, 
Kareem Serageldin, an Egyptian-born trader (gee, go 
figure!). Executives at Lehman Brothers, AIG, Citigroup, 
Countrywide, and others lied big time about the value of 
their securities. The way in which they minimized the extent 
of their losses was a criminal action that allowed the crisis 
to get worse. But hey, this is American capitalism. Before 
too long, things went back to business as usual.

The film has excellent acting, by an almost all male 
cast. Not sure why McKay had a small and stereotypi-
cal part for Marissa Tomei as a sympathetic but slightly 
exasperated wife, and an even smaller (1 scene) part for 
Melissa Leo as an executive at Standard and Poor’s. What 
a waste of 2 excellent actors. Oh wait, there was another 
role for a woman in the film: a “sexy” woman in a bubble 
bath explaining complicated economic ideas. Deni clearly 
remembers the woman but not what she said. See it and 
tell Deni what she said. 

45 YEARS (review by Deni)  
This film is about a long-married couple – Charlotte 

Rampling (Kate) and Tom Courtenay (Geoff) – getting 
ready to celebrate their 45th anniversary when an event 
from Geoff’s past calls their lives and relationship into ques-
tion. The acting and cinematography (English countryside 
and indoor shots) were excellent. I am a fan of Charlotte 
Rampling’s acting (though not her racist remarks about 
the OscarSoWhite boycott in which she said that the Oscar 
boycott was “racist against whites” and other more idiotic 
and racist comments). And I have memories of Tom Cour-
tenay from his riveting performance in the 1962 film The 
Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner. There were times 
I really liked 45 Years, but less so as it went on. I ended 
up feeling angry about the limited vision we were given of 
Kate’s world: we knew she’d been a teacher and that had 
been important to her, that she had friends and interests, but 
we only saw superficial aspects of this and ultimately none 
of it mattered much. We experienced all of Kate’s thoughts 
and feelings only through her reactions to what was going 
on in her (somewhat crumbling) relationship with her hus-
band. All her actions, thoughts, and emotions were about 
this and its impact on her. I know this was the point of the 
movie – her dismayed sense of betrayal, her loneliness, her 
self-doubt, but it ended up feeling somewhat empty to me, 
and their relationship a bit wooden. There was an image of 
a strong independent woman in this film somewhere, and I 
would have liked to see more of that character. 

BITS AND PIECES
THE OSCARS  #Oscarsowhite was started over a 

year ago by April Reign. There’s a great interview with 
her in Black Girl Nerds, where she talks about the lack 
of racial diversity and the lack of representation of other 
marginalized communities (such as disabled and queer) 
during Oscar season. Reign says the responsibility is on 
Hollywood to create the material that represents all; who 
is telling the stories and how are they being told is where 
the pressure should lie. Between the Oscar boycott and 
the Chris Rock monologue, it was the most political Oscar 
broadcast in years. Now Hollywood just needs to change 
its systemic racism…

THE ONLY DEMOCRACY IN THE MIDDLE EAST  
In December 2015, Israel seized 4,000 dolls that were headed 
to Palestine from the United Arab Emirates. The 10 inch dolls 
hold a small gray stone-like object in one hand and wear 
Palestinian keffiyehs with a picture of the Dome of the Rock 
and Arabic words “Jerusalem is ours” and “Jerusalem, we are 
coming.” The Israelis, always sticklers for following the rules, 
especially objected to the fact that the shipping containers in 
which the dolls arrived were supposed to contain household 
goods. A Haifa Customs official said Israel “sees these dolls 
as incitement objects which are forbidden to be imported into 
Israel.” Umm, because without the dolls, Palestinian youth 
wouldn’t be fighting back?

But don’t get too distracted by the seizure of the dolls. 
In late January, Reuters reported that Israel’s Defense Min-
istry is on the verge of seizing large portions of fertile land 
in the occupied West Bank. COGAT, a unit of the Defense 
Ministry, told Reuters that “the lands are in the final stages 
of being declared state lands” as the government had already 
decided to appropriate them. But clearly, MC readers, it’s 
those dolls that are inciting the uprisings and rebellions of 
the Palestinian people. 

But then Israel is nothing if not fair: not just seizing 
land, but returning land it seized years ago. Rather than face 
a potentially lengthy court case from the Israeli rights group 
Yesh Din, the Israeli army is surrendering control of about 
420 acres of land that it seized in the 1970s and 80s, formerly 
valuable farmland. The largest amount of land involves 170 
hectares in the village of Jalud in the northern West Bank. 
Jalud village council leader Abdullah Hamed welcomed the 
army’s decision to surrender control but said villagers were 
still waiting for a second decision allowing them to actually 
return to their land. It only took 45 years for Israel to give 
back the land, how long can it take to let the people live on 
it? Again folks, it’s those damn dolls.

IT’S A BIRD. IT’S A PLANE. IT’S THE FBI FLY-
ING LOW AND SLOW OVER YOUR AREA   Just be-
cause we’re paranoid doesn’t mean it isn’t happening. Reports 
since 2003 have noted suspicious-looking planes slowly 
circling neighborhoods. The ACLU has been investigating 
2 small planes that flew over West Baltimore after rebellions 
erupted following the police custody death of Freddie Gray. 
Also in the past year, mysterious surveillance aircraft have 
been spotted flying low and slow over many US cities. An 
AP investigation gathered sufficient data to force the FBI to 
admit it flew spy missions over some 30 US cities in 11 states 
(and that that was just in 1 month!). Without warrants. Just 
for fun. And to gather “intelligence” by capturing video and 
cellular signals to use in ongoing investigations. It also shields 
the identity of the planes so that suspects on the ground don’t 
know they’re being watched. Want more? The FBI admitted 
it set up 13 “dummy” corporations to register the planes to 
protect the safety of the pilots and aircrafts. 

Most flight patterns occurred in counter-clockwise orbits 
up to several miles wide and about 1 mile above the ground, 
at slow speeds. External equipment is visible on some planes, 
such as odd antennas and cameras. Why does the FBI put this 
equipment on the left side of the plane? And fly in counter-
clockwise orbits? Are they on to our new revolutionary 
organizing tactics?

It seems to us that the FBI may need to go back to spy 
school. The AP uncovered records that showed most of 
the planes belonging to the 13 dummy corporations were 
all registered by Mr. Robert Lindley (an FBI operative 
perhaps?), who also happens to be listed as CEO of all the 
dummy corporations. “Mr. Lindley” is so busy running all 
those corporations, he used several different signatures on 
the various registrations without even realizing it! If this is 
the “person” running this op, no wonder the planes can only 
fly in counter-clockwise circles! 

FULL FRONTAL WITH SAMANTHA BEE  Check 
out her new show on TBS (you may know her from Jon 
Stewart’s The Daily Show). She’s funny, her politics are 
good, and she often focuses on women’s issues. To do a bit 
on Syrian refugees, she actually went to refugee camps in 
Jordan and talked with people. As the US presidential cam-
paign heightens, we’ll need all the good laughs we can get. 
WOOF WOOF WOOF  WOOF WOOF WOOF WOOF 

WOOF WOOF WOOF WOOF WOOF WOOF WOOF

The MOCHA Column
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by Chaya, Deni and Julie
The Flint, Michigan water crisis has been in the 

news a lot, but just how did it happen? Who and what 
is responsible?

In 2013, as a cost-cutting measure, the Flint City 
Council voted to switch its water supply from the De-
troit water system directly to Lake Huron. This new 
system wouldn’t be ready until 2016. In April of 2014, 
Darnell Earley, who’d been appointed Flint Emergency 
Manager by Republican Governor Rick Snyder, tempo-
rarily changed Flint’s municipal water source from the 
Detroit water system to the Flint River, despite some 
qualms that already existed about the quality of Flint 
River water. The Detroit water system, on the other 
hand, was considered to have a safe water supply.

Soon after, Flint residents began complaining 
that their tap water was tainted and foul-smelling. In 
response, the city suggested they boil tap water before 
using it. Rashes and hair loss were also reported. By 
summer, E. coli and coliform bacteria were found in the 
water supply. By the early winter of 2015, Flint issued 
an advisory warning that high levels of trihalomethanes 
(TTHM), byproducts of water-disinfectant chemicals, 
had been found in the water supply. Despite TTHM 
causing liver, kidney and nervous system damage, put-
ting sick or older people possibly at 
risk, Flint officials said the water was 
otherwise safe to consume. 

Detroit offered to hook Flint 
back up to its water system at no 
cost, but Emergency Manager Ear-
ley refused. Governor Synder then 
replaced Earley with Jerry Ambrose. 
Residents turned out in force at a 
town hall meeting to complain about 
health symptoms they attributed to 
the water. 

LeeAnne Walters, a Flint mother 
of four, demanded the city test her 
water when her kids developed 
symptoms. Lead levels of 104 parts 
per billion (ppb) were found in the 
Walters’ tap water.  Walters, trained 
as a medical assistant, stayed up 
nights investigating Flint water qual-
ity reports. Her demands for action 
and early civic/medical responses 
alarmed Mona Hanna-Attisha, the 
pediatrician at Flint’s Hurley Medical 
Center, who began researching blood 
lead levels of Flint’s youngest children before and after 
the change of water supply. Walters and others, dubbing 
themselves “water warriors,” began staging regular 
protests outside City Hall. 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
standard for initiating an enforcement action on lead 
levels is 15 ppb. Walters contacted Miguel Del Toral, a 
manager at the EPA’s Midwest water division. She told 
him she discovered that Flint wasn’t using standard cor-
rosion control methods to treat the water, which would 
prevent old pipes (such as those in Flint) from leaching 
lead. Del Toral also found out that the city was flush-
ing tap water before it took samples for testing, which 
resulted in lower lead test levels. He expressed his 
concerns to others at the EPA and the Michigan Depart-
ment of Environmental Quality. Mayor Dayne Walling 
asked the state for help, stating that the challenges of 
treating the Flint River water were “underestimated” 
by those who made the decision. 

By January of 2015, Emergency Manager Jerry 
Ambrose said that getting emergency water from the 
Detroit system was not in the city’s plans, although 
an independent water expert recommended switching 
back to the Detroit River system. The consultant hired 
by the city stated the water was safe to drink and met 
all state and federal standards, although a month later 
he called for $3 million in changes at the water plant 
to get the TTHM in check. 

The City Council voted 7 to 1 in favor of recon-
necting to the Detroit water system, but Ambrose called 
the vote “incomprehensible” and prevented it from hap-
pening. Blood tests conducted on LeeAnne Walters 4 
children found that all of them had lead exposure, and 
that her 4-year-old had lead poisoning. Del Toral wrote, 
“Given the very high lead levels found at one home and 
the pre-flushing happening in Flint, I’m worried that the 

whole town may have much higher lead levels than the 
compliance results indicated.” 

However, the director of the EPA’s Midwest divi-
sion, Susan Hedman, thought that Del Toral’s report 
was premature and said that an official version would 
be released “when the report has been revised and fully 
vetted by EPA management.” In response to the Gover-
nor’s request for updates, the Michigan Department of 
Environmental Quality said the lead problem was just 
in the Walters’ home, and the Michigan Department of 
Health and Human Services said that seasonal eleva-
tions in lead levels were usual. 

Water quality problems continued, and Flint River 
water tested at 19 times as corrosive as Detroit tap 
water; one in six Flint homes was estimated to have 
elevated lead levels. Michigan Department of Envi-
ronmental Quality disputed the findings.

In September, Virginia Tech Professor Marc Ed-
wards said that corrosive water was causing lead to 
leach into the residents’ tap water. The city and state 
continued to say that the water was still safe. Shortly 
after, tests showed lead levels had spiked. Ten percent of 
homes tested found an increase in lead since the switch 
to the Flint River water supply. Medical tests showed 
more children with increased levels of lead. The state 

disputed these findings. 
Del Toral wrote a memo to the head of the EPA’s 

drinking water division, calling Flint’s lack of corrosion 
controls “a major concern.” Additional tests conducted 
at LeeAnne Walters home, without flushing the taps 
first, revealed extremely high lead levels, more than 
two times the level that the EPA classifies as hazardous 
waste. Dr Mona Hanna-Attisha’s research found that 
the percentage of Flint children under 5 years old with 
elevated blood lead levels had doubled (or in some 
cases tripled), since the change in the water supply. The 
Michigan Department of Environmental Quality called 
her findings “unfortunate” in a time of “near hysteria” 
among residents.

Flint issued a lead warning, advising residents to 
drink and cook only with cold tap water, while continu-
ing to maintain that the water complied with federal 
standards. Governor Snyder issued a press release that 
stated, “The water leaving Flint’s drinking water system 
is safe to drink, but some families with lead plumbing 
in their homes or service connections could experi-
ence higher levels of lead in the water that comes out 
of their faucets.” 

On October 1, 2015, the county declared a public 
health emergency, and the next day, Governor Sny-
der announced some mitigation measures including 
spending up to $1million to purchase water filters and 
test water at schools. Also included was expanding 
lead exposure testing and expediting water treatment 
to better control pipe corrosion. Five days later, the 
city’s technical advisory committee recommended 
immediately returning to the Detroit water system, and 
on October 8 the Governor announced a plan to recon-
nect. Coincidentally, lead was found at high levels in 
the drinking fountains of 3 Flint schools that same day. 

The director of the Michigan Department of Envi-
ronmental Quality states, “It recently has become clear 
that our drinking water program staff made a mistake 
while working with the city of Flint…” Attorneys 
announced a class-action lawsuit brought by Flint 
residents against state and city officials, including the 
Governor and the Director of the Michigan Department 
of Environmental Quality. More recently, the Michigan 
chief medical officer told Flint residents to use only 
bottled or filtered water.

Flint’s environmental injustice poisoned-wa-
ter crisis would have remained hidden and ig-
nored, if not for affected Flint residents -- turned 
community activists – who forced the issue to 
light with their research and public outcry. 
But the water situation in Flint must be seen within the larger 
context of disempowerment and disenfranchisement for 
the primarily Black residents of cities across Michigan. 
As explained by Louise Seamster and Jessica Welburn 
in The Root: 

“Flint’s citizens, 52 percent African American, 
have been deprived of the right to govern their city 
since 2011. Michigan’s Emergency Manager Law 
allows the governor to appoint an unelected official 
to control a city determined to be in fiscal crisis. 

Emergency financial managers 
have been primarily assigned 
to majority-African-American 
cities across Michigan. In the 
past decade, over half of Afri-
can Americans in Michigan—
compared with only 2 percent 
of whites—have lived under 
emergency management. EFMs 
are supposed to take over cities 
based on a neutral evaluation of 
financial circumstances—but 
majority-white municipali-
ties with similar money prob-
lems have not been taken over. 
Flint’s poisoning is one effect 
of the systematic stripping of 
black civil rights in Michigan.”

Longtime Flint residents 
were skeptical when city officials 
had celebrated the change in the 
water supply since Flint-based 
General Motors had once used 
the river as a dumping ground. 
“I thought it was one of those 
Onion articles,” said Rhonda 

Kelso, a 52-year-old Flint native. “We already knew the 
Flint River was toxic waste.” Kelso has joined others 
in a class-action suit targeting city and state officials, 
including ex-Mayor Walling and Governor Snyder. 
One of the earliest public demonstrations demanding 
clean water was in February 2014, with over 50 people 
marching in sub-zero temperatures, was organized by 
residents Melissa Mays and Flint Councilmen Eric 
Mays and Wantwaz Davis, an ex-con who ran a vigor-
ous campaign to win a council seat. In fact Wantwaz 
has referred to Flint’s water problems as “genocide.” 
“The reason I used the word, it didn’t stem from a 
racial standpoint. It was more about class. It was more 
about the low- [and] moderate-income people. The poor 
people — whites, blacks, Hispanics, Chinese — we 
are the ones who are ill affected by this water. Not the 
people with the money. The people with the money can 
leave and come back. Or move to outside counties.”

Community demonstrators were supported from 
the outset by Erin Brockovich and others working 
with her. Demonstrations in Flint have continued and 
grown, as public outcry has forced government offices 
and officials to acknowledge the crisis (though not actu-
ally do anything that has fixed it…) In mid-January as 
Michigan Governor Snyder gave his state address at the 
capitol building in Lansing, dozens of protesters gath-
ered outside holding signs that read “Arrest Snyder” 
and marched to the building’s steps chanting “Snyder 
Must Go.” Many have called for Snyder’s resignation 
and arrest. Among these demonstrators were UAW 
members, local political activists, and parents who 
have spoken out against the water contamination. But 
there was also a line of young black protesters marching 
around the back of the building holding signs that said 
“Flint Lives Matters.” Black Lives Matter has been an 
ardent supporter of the movement in Flint. 

How Snyder’s Managers Poisoned Flint
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throughout the Bay Area; since June of 2015 in Oak-
land alone there have been eight Black men murdered 
by police.

Today Black.Seed celebrates and honors the radical 
legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Historically, our 
people have had to take drastic and dramatic measures to 
highlight the systemic abuses that harm our communi-
ties. 51 years ago, those who came before us participated 
in direct action in Selma, Alabama, to speak out against 
the harms of racism and oppression. It is this very spirit 
of resistance that flows through our lives and actions, 
in the Black Out Friday, Black Brunches, and highway 
shutdowns of today.

We are here to move towards an increase in the 
health and wellbeing of all Black people in Oakland & 
San Francisco. We stand in solidarity with APTP and 
demand:

• The immediate divestment of city funds for policing 
and investment in sustainable, affordable housing so 
Black, Brown and Indigenous people can remain in their 
hometowns of Oakland and San Francisco 

• The resignation of Mayor Libby Schaaf
• The immediate termination of Chief Greg Suhr
• The immediate termination of Chief Sean Whent
• The immediate termination of the officers involved in 

the murders of Richard Perkins, Mario Woods, Yuvette 
Henderson, Amilcar Lopez, Alex Nieto, Demouriah 
Hogg, Richard Linyard, O’Shaine Evans

Black Seed Bridge blockade
continued from page 1

See you at the
the 21st Annual Bay Area Anarchist 

Bookfair
Saturday, April 23, 2016 

at The Metro in Downtown Oakland 
Special workshop theme is  

Gentrification and Police Violence
bayareaanarchistbookfair.com

Alex Nieto was a 28-year-old man hanging out in Bernal 
Heights waiting to start his shift as a security guard. He had a 
Taser strapped to his hip that he was licensed to carry as part of 
his job. Some ‘good samaritan’ walking by worried  that he was 
dangerous and called 911. Four policemen came, accosted and 
then murdered Alex Nieto in March of 2014. They shot him 59 
times. Witnesses say his hands were in his pockets, the cops claim 
different. The district attorney of San Francisco has refused to file 
criminal charges against the policemen. The civil lawsuit against 
the SFPD brought by his family started March 1st. It is the only 
option they have for seeking justice within the legal system.

LGBTQ Inmate Peer Support Group
I have been running into all kinds of problems. Since being openly gay in prison, life has been 

both sweet and sour.
My facility is intolerant of homo-sexuals…Obviously a small town, “Good-ole-boy” mentality.  

Ultimately I would like to change that bias. However, right now I have been trying to organize a LG-
BTQ Peer Support Group so that inmates can receive much needed peer support. Support for a whole 
list of problems. As gay men we are isolated, hated, blocked from jobs and programming based on 
“safety and security”.  We need to be able to emotionally support one another.  Since they won’t put 
us in ceels together or even the same unit.  We need a set place.

Since no one is listening, not out there or in here, I have started a website, blog. It is www.lg-
btqprisonsupport.com.  It outlines our struggles and my personal feelings.  I’m also listed with Jpay.  
[JPay makes it possible to send email to some jails or prisons.  JPay is a privately held corrections-
related service provider based in the United States. It started in 2002.] Check it out. Force the issue.  
With love, Jeff Utnage #823469, Stafford Creek C.C. 191 Constantine Way, Aberdeen WA 90520

We seek your brilliance. 

submissions due: April 15, 2016
gayshamesf@yahoo.com

freemichaeljohnson.org

Bring your ART
Your Brainstorms

Your WRITING

SEXUALITY, PRISON ABOLITION,
 HIV CRIMINALIZATION

and THE QUEER BLACK EXPERIENCE

We are putting together a zine on 
the intersections of: 

We are the Michael Johnson Support Committee. 

CALLING ALL
BLACK

GENIUS

In January 2016, the S.F. board of supervisors 
unanimously voted to request the u.s.justice depart-
ment to conduct an independent investigation into 
the shooting deaths of Alex Nieto, Amilcar Perez and 
Mario Woods!

 There have been large protests every day outside 
the courthouse in downtown San Francisco calling 
for justice for Alex Nieto. These demonstrations will 
continue for the length of the trial. For more info: 
justice4alexnieto.org




